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Milestone 5 

 
Introduction 
 

In milestone 4 , we explored a baseline model where the housing price in the city of 
boston is predicted using ridge regression with cross validation methodology. We obtained data 
from both zillow and trulia. Zillow data contains housing price with useful house features such as 
hous types, the year that the building is built, the property size, longitude and latitude. Trulia 
data that we obtained are renting prices with similar features . We furthermore gathered urban 
environment data such as closeness to transportation and school facilities, the image 
recognition of urban environment, and crime data. These features are listed in the appendix for 
more detailed elaboration. The data processing and merging these data according to their 
geocodes is an intensive process which we won’t describe. Here , we will elaborate some 
finding from the preliminary models . 
 
 
Findings  
 
Model for sale prices obtained from zillow: 

Zillow listings does not contains a ton of houses with sale prices. In total we had 724 
cases. The features number is about 30. Among the 30 features, we used backward,forward, 
and exhaustive selection(BIC criteria) to see which ones are more useful . And the result is 
rather intuitive , both backward and forward selection selected that  walking distance to T-stop, 
walking distance to school, bathrooms number, bedroom numbers, latitudes, home size, home 
types are the significant features. Which we thought is interesting that room number and 
bathroom number and home size are all important as one would think they would be redundant 
variables as they code repeated information . None of the urban features appear important in 
this exploration stage. 

Furthermore, we implemented simple linear regression with all the features in the model, and 
the r square for the training data is about 0.6 the r square for test data is about 0.45, which is 
not so idea. We further, implemented Ridge regression and Lasso to see their coefficient 
choices , and implemented k fold cross validation . Which  gave a better result for R square, but 
we still need to interpret the model as the coefficients are relatively large. But using the tuning 
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parameter is able to give as a model with r square around 0.7. This comes with a lot more 
features included in the model compare to the forward and backward selection result.  
 

 
 
Interestingly , in ridge regression, most urban environment features have large coefficients , 
some of them had positive effects : pixel of sky, pixel of late, number of crime, pixel of person, 
pixel of car, pixel of grass, pixel of sidewalk. And some of them had negative effects: pixel of 
building, and pixel of house , pixel of roads, and number of craigslistings . 
This shows preliminary results of how urban environment contribute to land price, although 
weirdly crime coefficient is positive. We will need to further investigate this.  
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Model for rent prices obtained from trulia: 
 

  

          Zillow Housing Data  Trulia Rent Data 

 

 
 
Total number of data we got from the Zillow housing data is relatively small, thus we looked at 
the rent data from Trulia. 13049 data points with 9 features can be obtained after scrapping 
Trulia website, which contain location, price, room type, bathrooms, and total areas. We used 
the location data, total areas and the number of bathrooms to try to find the correlation. 
However, it is difficult to get the result with unrefined datasets from web. Therefore, we mapped 
the data we got from google street views, which consist of multiple different parameters such as 
walkability to schools and MBTA.  
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What to do next:  
 
For the sale price model , the coefficients are very large which make things a little bit difficult to 
interpret. In the initial model, we have dropped some missing values because there are not 
many of them , but to improve we can use knn method to generate values such as built year 
using their geo location code. Visualization the results will help us understand what the model 
means more. We would implement 3d visualization of location, price,and the useful features to 
interpret the story better. We will also compare the housing price trend with the rent price trend 
in the city of boston. 
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Feature Appendix:  
 
link for data visualization 
 
There are two main data sets: 1) Housing Price from Zillow and 2) Rent Price from Trulia.  
In term of features, each data set has its own data and pixel data that we produce from Google 
Place, Google Street View and  craigslist. Among many features we extract, we pick the key 
factor 
 
 
Google Place: 

 
Based on walkable distance(10 min [800 meter, 0.497097 mile]) each Rent and Housing 
location count the number of place 
 
The number of data used: 20,559 places 
 
Feature: 
“walkMbta” : the number of MBTA within the distance 
“walkUniversity” : the number of university within the distance 
“walkSchool” : the number of school within the distance 
“walkPark”: the number of park within the distance 
 
Google Street View:  

http://www.njstudio.co.kr/main/project/2016_HarvardCS109_DataScience/DataExploration.html
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Based on semantic segmentation using Deep Learning for google 360 street view,  
we are able to get the pixel ratio of individual features from each image. 
 
Image data used: 18,588 images 
 

Feature: 
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“pixelSky” : number of pixel for sky in the panorama picture 
“pixelLake” number of pixel for lake in the panorama picture 
“pixelPerson” number of pixel for person in the panorama picture 
“pixelCar” number of pixel for car in the panorama picture 
“pixelBuilding” : number of pixel for building in the panorama picture 
“pixelHouse” : number of pixel for house in the panorama picture 
“pixelSidewalk” : number of pixel for sidewalk in the panorama picture 
“pixelRoad” : number of pixel for road in the panorama picture 
“pixelGrass” : number of pixel for grass in the panorama picture 
 
Data from Craigslist Boston 

 
 
Purple : house post 
Blue : room post 

 
number of data used and keyword: 
house - 2,500 posts including text data 
room - 2,500 posts including text data 
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Feature: 
“numCraigslistRoom” : number of room post in the pixel in Boston area 
“numCraigslistHouse” : number of house post in the pixel in Boston area 
 
Crime data from City of Boston 

 
The crime data visualization shows the relationship between area and violence in a  
sense of social problem in the urban context. Although the data covers range from trivial  
one to serious incident, it could be categorized and harnessed for train data. 

 
The number of data used: 5,001 crimes 

Housing Price data from Zillow 
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Most importantly, the housing price data from Zillow is a key data for training model. This is 
because one of our assumption is that there should be a strong relationship between the prices 
and urban environmental condition. 
number of data used: 988 houses 

Rent Price data from Trulia 

The number of data used: 13049 rents 
In addition to the housing price, the rent price is also useful data for training the model because 
it shows a similar pattern to  housing data in a sense. 


